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Abstract. Logarithmic detectors (LogDs) have been used in coherent Brillouin optical time-domain analysis (BOTDA) sensors to reduce the effect of phase fluctuation, demodulation complexities, and measurement time. However, because of the inherent properties of LogDs, a DC component at the level of hundreds of millivolts that prohibits high-gain signal amplification (SA) could be generated, resulting in unacceptable data acquisition (DAQ) inaccuracies and decoding errors in the process of prototype integration. By generating a reference light at a level similar to the probe light, differential detection can be applied to remove the DC component automatically using a differential amplifier before the DAQ process. Therefore, high-gain SA can be employed to reduce quantization errors. The signal-to-noise ratio of the weak Brillouin gain signal is improved from $\sim 11.5$ to $\sim 21.8$ dB. A BOTDA prototype is implemented based on the proposed scheme. The experimental results show that the measurement accuracy of the Brillouin frequency shift (BFS) is improved from $\pm 1.9$ to $\pm 0.8$ MHz at the end of a 40-km sensing fiber.© The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.55.11.117101]
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1 Introduction

Distributed optical fiber sensors based on Brillouin scattering have attracted widespread attention because of their characteristic abilities to achieve high-performance strain and temperature measurements over long distances.1–3 Among these Brillouin fiber sensor techniques, the Brillouin optical time-domain analysis (BOTDA) based on stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) exploits the dependence of the BFS parameter on strain and temperature, achieving highly accurate measurements over distances of more than several tens of kilometers.4,5 Aiming for higher measurement accuracy, longer sensing distance, and higher spatial resolution, many efforts such as pulse coding, Raman amplification, and frequency comb have been devoted to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and reduce measurement time of the BOTDA sensors.6–9 Recently, coherent detection as a new method has been proposed, in which a local light beat and a probe light beam propagate through a photodetector (PD) by generating a GHz carrier to carry the Brillouin gain spectrum (BGS), resulting in significant SNR improvement ($\sim 10$ dB typically) because of strong baseband noise perturbation reduction.10

To simultaneously generate local light and probe light in a coherent BOTDA sensor, double-sideband (DSB), phase modulation (PM), and intensity modulation (IM) are normally used. However, DSB modulation is very sensitive to chromatic dispersion (CD) of the sensing fiber, causing PM–IM conversion and power fading, and further introducing crosstalk in the measured BGS.11–14

Recently, we have proposed a coherent BOTDA sensing scheme with single-sideband (SSB) modulation to reduce the effect of CD.15 By taking advantage of this approach, CD can be suppressed significantly. In addition, a LogD instead of an inphase/quadrature demodulator is applied in the proposed scheme. As normally used in coherent BOTDA sensors, the LogD not only can reduce half of the measurement time but also can cancel BGS distortion caused by phase jitter. Thus, this scheme is promising for prototype integration because of its high stabilities and low complexities. Nevertheless, the generated BOTDA time trace in this scheme is normally composed of an ultrahigh level of the DC component (hundreds of millivolts typically) added to a periodic and ultralow level of Brillouin gain signal (several millivolts typically). To reconstruct the BGS from a weak Brillouin gain signal, a data acquisition (DAQ) card should have an adjustable measurement range and vertical DC offset, making the DAQ process time-consuming, unstable, and expensive. Therefore, to realize precise Brillouin gain signal acquisition with a DAQ card that has a fixed measurement range and DC offset, the ultrahigh DC component must be canceled and the weak Brillouin gain signal should be amplified to suitable amplitude. Otherwise, the amplifier used in the signal amplification (SA) circuit may easily reach the saturation state of the DAQ card because of the ultrahigh level of the DC component.

In this paper, a new method is proposed to remove the DC component dynamically. A microwave signal with tunable frequencies and another equal-power microwave signal at a fixed frequency are used to modulate the laser source light and to generate the probe light and reference light, respectively. Only the probe light can sweep the Brillouin gain region, while the reference light is out of the Brillouin gain region. Subsequently, the beat note signal between the local light and reference light has no Brillouin gain. Then, the powers of the local light and probe light
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are detected by two LogDs, respectively, after frequency downconversion. The detected signals are sent to a differential amplifier, and the excess DC component can be removed to obtain the “pure” Brillouin gain signal, which is further amplified by the SA circuit. The SNR of the weak Brillouin gain signal has been enhanced from ~11.5 dB (i.e., without differential amplification) to ~21.8 dB (i.e., with differential amplification). Moreover, obvious quantization errors are avoided. Finally, a BFS accuracy of ±0.8 MHz is obtained at the end of a 40-km sensing fiber.

2 Detection Principle

As mentioned above, a LogD has been employed in our SSB IM coherent BOTDA sensor to reduce measurement time and overcome the effect of phase jitter. (Detailed theoretical analysis of this mechanism is expatiated in Ref. 14.) However, the ultrahigh-level DC component always exists in the time trace and limits SA of the weak Brillouin gain signal. For the purpose of eliminating the excessive DC component, we propose a differential detection method based on the SSB probe light, as shown in Fig. 1. Two microwave signals with different frequencies are generated to modulate the laser source light. Then, a reference amplifier and a probe amplifier are set at the same power. However, unlike the probe light that sweeps the Brillouin gain region of the pulsed pump light, the reference light is out of the Brillouin gain region. Thus, the intensity of the beat note signal between the local light and reference light (i.e., $V_R$) is the same as the DC component, i.e., the intensity of the beat note signal between the local light and the probe light (i.e., $V_S$) in the absence of Brillouin gain. By further sending the envelopes (obtained through the two LogDs) of these two signals to a differential amplifier, the DC component can be dynamically canceled and the weak Brillouin signal can be obtained by the DAQ card. More detailed analysis will be presented in the following paragraphs.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the source light (i.e., $f_L$) generated by the laser is split into two beams; one of the beams (i.e., signal $a$) is modulated by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) to generate the pump pulse light [i.e., $f_P$ or signal $a$ in Fig. 1(b)] with a 200 MHz optical frequency upshift [Fig. 1(b)], while the other beam (i.e., signal $b$) is modulated by an electro-optic modulator (EOM) to realize SSB modulation. Two microwave signals with different frequencies within (i.e., $f_S$) and out of (i.e., $f_R$) the BFS range [Fig. 1(b)] are generated to modulate the EOM. Because of the SSB modulation, signal $b$ consists of a carrier frequency of $f_L$ (i.e., the local light) and sideband frequencies including $f_L-f_S$ (i.e., the probe light) and $f_L-f_R$ (i.e., the reference light). At the output of the circulator before the PD, the optical field is

$$E = E_L \exp(j2\pi f_L t) + E_S[1 + g_{SBS}(f_D)] \exp\{j[2\pi(f_L - f_S)t + \varphi_g(f_D)]\} + E_S \exp\{j[2\pi(f_L - f_R)t]\},$$

(1)

where $f_D = f_S - f_B$, $f_B$ is the BFS, $E_L$ and $E_S$ are the complex amplitudes of the local light and probe light, respectively, $g_{SBS}(f_D) = g_0\nu_D^2/(\nu_D^2 + 4f_D^2)$ is the amount of Brillouin gain centered at the frequency $f_D = 0$, $\varphi_g(f) = -2g_0\nu_B f_D/(\nu_D^2 + 4f_D^2)$ is the phase shift of Brillouin gain, $g_0$ is the local Brillouin gain, and $\nu_B$ is the Brillouin linewidth. The output voltage of the PD at the frequency $f_S$ [i.e., signal $c$ in Fig. 1(b)] is

$$V_S(f_S) = 2R_C R_D E_L E_S[1 + g_{SBS}(f_S - f_B)] \times \cos[2\pi f_S t - \varphi_g(f_S - f_B)],$$

(2)

where $R_C$ and $R_D$ are the sensitivity and resistance of the PD, respectively. The output voltage of the PD at the frequency $f_R$ [i.e., signal $d$ in Fig. 1(b)] is

$$V_R(f_S) = 2R_C R_D E_L E_S \cos(2\pi f_R t).$$

(3)

The signal $V_S(f_S)$ is sent to a LogD1 to reconstruct the BGS and decode the BFS. After amplitude normalization, the output voltage of LogD1 [i.e., signal $e$ in Fig. 1(b)] can be written as

$$V_{LogD1}(f_S) = k \times 20 \times \log[|V_R(f_S)|] = k \times 20 \times \log[2R_C R_D E_L E_S] + k \times 20 \times \log[1 + g_{SBS}(f_S - f_B)],$$

(4)
where $k$ is the conversion coefficient between the input power and the output voltage of LogD1. The first term of Eq. (4) is the DC component denoted by $V_{DC}(f_S)$, i.e., $V_{DC}(f_S) = k \times 20 \times \log(2R_C R_d E_L E_S)$, and the second term is the Brillouin gain signal denoted by $V_{SBS}(f_S)$, i.e., $V_{SBS}(f_S) = k \times 20 \times \log[1 + g_{SBS}(f_S - f_B)]$. The signal $V_{SBS}(f_S)$ should be precisely sampled to reconstruct the BGS for the sensing fiber. Unfortunately, its amplitude is extremely weak, and thus, signal $V_{LogD1}(f_S)$ should be amplified with high gain to ensure that signal $V_{SBS}(f_S)$ is strong enough to be sampled by the DAQ card without quantization errors. However, signal $V_{LogD2}(f_S)$ at the high level of hundreds of millivolts typically prohibits the amplification process because the amplifier may easily reach its saturation state. To remove the DC component, signal $V_R(f_S)$ is sent to another LogD2. The output voltage of LogD2 [i.e., signal $f$ in Fig. 1(b)] after amplitude normalization can be written as

$$V_{LogD2}(f_S) = k \times 20 \times \log[V_S(f_S)] = k \times 20 \times \log(2R_C R_d E_L E_S). \tag{5}$$

The signals $V_{LogD1}$ and $V_{LogD2}$ are sent to a differential amplifier with a gain of $G$. Then, the signal $V_{Diff}$ [signal $g$ in Fig. 1(b)] can be expressed as

$$V_{Diff}(f_S) = G[V_{LogD1}(f_S) - V_{LogD2}(f_S)] = 20 \times G \times k \times \log[1 + g_{SBS}(f_S - f_B)] \approx 20Gk_g_{SBS}(f_S - f_B). \tag{6}$$

Thus, the DC component is almost removed and the weak signal $V_{SBS}(f_S)$ can be amplified, resulting in more accurate DAQ.

3 Experimental Setup

Figure 2 shows the experimental configuration. A tunable distributed feedback laser with a center wavelength of 1549 nm and peak output power of 10 dBm was employed as the optical source. The laser source light was divided into two branches by a 50:50 optical coupler. One of the branches was modulated by an AOM with an extinction ratio of 50 dB to generate the pulsed pump light with a peak power of 18 dBm after being sent to an erbium-doped fiber amplifier. Before being sent to the sensing fiber, a polarization scrambler before the circulator was utilized to alleviate polarization-dependent fluctuations for the Brillouin effect between the pump and probe signals.

The other branch was first modulated by an intensity EOM that biased at the quadrature point and is driven by two microwave sources. The corresponding two upper optical sidebands were filtered out by a fiber Bragg grating to realize SSB modulation, and the remaining two lower optical sidebands and laser source light worked as the probe light, reference light, and local light, respectively [Fig. 1(b)]. One of the microwave sources (i.e., $f_3$) was tuned from 10.62 to 10.78 GHz with 2-MHz step to ensure that the probe light could sweep the Brillouin gain region, and the other one (i.e., $f_R$) was fixed at 10 GHz to ensure that the reference light was out of the Brillouin gain region. The powers of the local light, probe light, and reference light were $0, \sim -20$, and $\sim -20$ dBm, respectively.

After interacting with the pump light, all of the probe light, reference light, and local light were sent to the PD. The PD output signals (i.e., 10, 10.62 to 10.78 GHz) were frequency down-converted to intermediate signals (i.e., 200, 820 to 980 MHz) through a mixer, whose local signal was generated by a voltage-controlled oscillator at 9.8 GHz output frequency. Then, a splitter was employed to split the intermediate signals into two paths, and the 200, 820 to 980 MHz signals were selected by bandpass filters BPF1 and BPF2, and decoded by LogD1 and LogD2, respectively. The decoded signals were sent to the differential amplifier to remove the DC component and to amplify the weak Brillouin signal. Finally, the amplified Brillouin signal was sampled, averaged, and stored by a DAQ card with 100 MS/s sampling rate and 12-bit resolution. The stored data were further processed by a computer.

The prototype based on the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 3. A $\sim$40 km single-mode fiber with a BFS of 10.68 GHz at room temperature was used as the sensing fiber, and a $\sim$25 m fiber at its end was placed in the oven for heating. The LogDs used (Model AD8317) had a responding time of $\sim$6 ns and a demodulation bandwidth of $\sim$140 MHz, which could ensure a spatial resolution of $<1$ m.
4 Results and Discussions

4.1 Measurement of the Long-Distance Fiber

To verify the validity of differential detection, a ∼40-km sensing fiber was tested in the laboratory at room temperature (29°C). The width of the modulated optical pulse was 25 ns with a period of 500 μs. At each sweep frequency point, a 4000 times average was implemented by the DAQ card to improve the SNR. Moreover, a comparative experiment was also conducted without using the differential detection (i.e., path bin Fig. 2).

Figure 4 shows the measured Brillouin time traces for a ∼40-km sensing fiber at a sweeping frequency of 10.68 GHz. In the case without DC cancellation, as shown in Fig. 4(a), the measured Brillouin time trace exhibits a shape of “stairs,” which was caused by a significantly large quantization error. Even worse, because of the large DC component (∼230 mV), it was impossible to amplify the weak Brillouin signal to reduce the quantization error. However, in the case with DC cancellation, as shown in Fig. 4(b), ∼40 times amplification can be used to amplify the weak Brillouin gain signal after the DC component elimination, i.e., the effective Brillouin signal was amplified from ∼4 to ∼158 mV, resulting in obvious quantization error reduction.

Note that there is still a small DC component (about 25 mV) as shown in Fig. 4(b). This DC component is caused by many factors: (1) the power mismatch between the fixed microwave signals (for reference signal generation) and the tunable microwave signals (for probe signal generation), the powers of the tunable microwave signals cannot keep fixed at different frequencies due to the output power ripples of the microwave signal generator, so there normally exists power mismatch between these two microwave signals; (2) response difference of the EOM, PD, and LogD at different frequencies; and (3) the inherent unbalance of the differential operational amplifier. The remaining DC component can be further decreased by using a microwave signal generator with flatter power output, by using EOM, PD, and LogDs with flatter response and by choosing a differential operational amplifier with reduced inherent unbalance.

To quantify the SNR enhancement, after subtracting the DC component in the measured BOTDA time traces, we calculated the SNR for each trace using the equation

$$\text{SNR} = 10 \log \frac{V_{\text{BOTDA}}^2}{\sigma_v^2}, \quad (7)$$

where $V_{\text{BOTDA}}$ is the amplitude of the BOTDA signal when the Brillouin gain is minimum (at the end of the sensing fiber) and $\sigma_v$ is the variance of the noise floor in the BOTDA time trace. The result showed that the SNR is enhanced from ∼11.5 to ∼21.8 dB.

Figure 5 shows the measured BGS at the 2000 and 39,250 m distances without and with differential amplification and their Lorentz fitting curves. In the case with differential amplification, the measured BGS (i.e., blue lines) can match their fit curves (i.e., red lines) at both the near-fiber end (e.g., 2000 m) and far-fiber end (e.g., 39,250 m). However, in the case without differential amplification, the blue lines...
cannot match well with the red lines, especially at the far-fiber end, where evident BGS distortion and broadening were observed.

4.2 Temperature Measurement at Far-Fiber End

Figure 6 shows the decoded BFS at the far-fiber end from 39,220 to 39,285 m. A ~25-m testing fiber at the end was placed in an oven and heated up to 60°C, while the rest of the sensing fiber was at room temperature (29°C). The spatial resolution has been estimated using the 10% to 90% rising edges of the decoded BFS to be ~2 m. In addition, the measured BFS in the case with differential detection showed less fluctuation than that in the case without differential detection, i.e., the peak-to-peak jitter decreased from 7.0 to 2.5 MHz. By calculating the standard deviation of the BFS, we found the frequency accuracies without and with differential detection are 1.9 and 0.8 MHz, respectively, implying that the temperature/strain measurement accuracies have been enhanced by ~2.5 times because of the reduced quantization error.

5 Conclusion

A differential detection method based on SSB probe light was proposed to remove the DC component dynamically and improve the SNR before DAQ in a BOTDA system. The main principle is to introduce two microwave signals of different frequencies — one is amplified by SBS and the other is not — to modulate the probe beam. The excess DC component was eliminated when the two microwave signals were sent to the differential interrogation part. Therefore, the “pure” Brillouin gain signal is further amplified by the SA high gain circuit with around 40 times amplification. The measured Brillouin time trace shows that the “stairs” induced by the quantization error was canceled greatly with the differential detection scheme. The SNR is enhanced by ~10.3 dB up to ~21.8 dB. The implemented BOTDA prototype system showed that the measurement accuracy of the BFS is improved by 2.5 times from ±1.9 to ±0.8 MHz at the end of a 40-km sensing fiber. This proposed differential detection method simplifies the system and ensures real-time signal processing, which is promising and practical for future instrument implementation based on SSB modulated BOTDA systems.
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